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PIGMENTOS METALICOS 
(Metallic Pigments) 

Code ID. 4507-4508-4510-4511-4514-4518-4519 
 
 
 
Pintesint SAICyF commercializes a series of aluminium in paste and gold and 
copper powder, to be mixed with BARNIZ BRONCE (BRONZE VARNISH) and thus 
achieve metallic colours. 
 
The percentage of mixing depends on the desired colour and the fabric used; but 
between 15 and 25% of pigment is recommended. Mix both to ensure no lumps. 
 
The ink already mixed with pigment decreases in stability so it is recommended to 
mix only the amount needed for the job. 
 
If you need to reduce the viscosity, you can use VINYL REDUCER (Code 9602) or 
VINYL RETARDER (Code 9604). Available pigments are: 
 
4507 ALUMINIUM IN PASTE SUPER FINE is gray aluminium with great covering 
power 
 
4508 ALUMINIUM ST SILVER is silver aluminium for use in front prints. 
 
4510 ORO RICO (RICH GOLD) is gold colour powder 
 
4511 ORO RICO PALIDO (PALE RICH GOLD) is a little more reddish than rich gold 
 
4514 COBRE copper powder 
 
4518 SPECIAL ALUMINIUM 38.2 is a 60 micron pigment for effect. 
 
4519 SPECIAL ALUMINIUM 3900 is a 30 micron pigment for effect. 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE 
 
I. The inks formulated by Pintesint SAICyF must be used exclusively with the solvents and the 

complementary products that it manufactures for that purpose. Due to the diversity of products in 
the market, the company is not responsible for the use of the same from another source. 
 

II. The suggestions and data of this literature were elaborated in good faith, to guide the user. We 
recall the importance of checking the adaptability of inks and complementary products by testing 
before starting production. Due to the fact that the conditions of use of the products are not under 
our control, the present does not constitute a guarantee on the work to be done. 

 


